EXCERPTS FROM THE FACEBOOK
DISCOURSE WITH ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Your little friends with AMB [Brazauskas] and 2K in front of them sucked up so
much money for the "integration" of all kinds of negroes and pederasts that,
according to your logic, we should be at the peak of civilization by now. So look for
the buds of civilization in their pockets...

and 2K, I already said... 2K is not just the Kubilius-Kirkilas gang, it's the entirety of
contemporary liberastia, socialistia and other pederastia.

batka Machno [?] doesn't lead anyone behind him except for several drunken bandits.
His contemporary prototype is Uspaskich. But a nationalist [ethnic] state, Morta, is
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one where the government, i.e., sovereignty belongs to the [ethnic] nation, which is
what is written in the Constitution of the Lithuanian Republic. Not to some sort of
"citizens" but to the [ethnic] Lithuanian nation. This is also the principle of the
supremacy of national law above all transnational formations, such as the EU, which
we were shoved into through deceit and counterfeits. In a nationalist [ethnic] state, for
example, characters such as Auštrevičius, Andriukaitis and Karosas would be shot
without hesitation and that would be [the] right [thing to do], for treason. Well, you
will see very soon...

Morta, calm down, it would be enough in Lithuania to shoot just a few hundred asslickers of Brussels and Moscow, what sort of aggression is that? It is an inevitability,
in order to cleanse ourselves of garbage. The death penalty just needs to be returned
to the criminal code to accomplish this. Well, if you don't know what the Lithuanian
nation is, then I'm afraid you are about to ask what the alphabet is...

"We will govern ourselves": this is the principle by which the nationalist [ethnic]
states live, not anarchists. The best example is Japan. And what low the
cosmopolitans have brought us to, we all know well. The most typical example of a
cosmopolitan state is the
USSR. Unfortunately the EU is tending toward exactly that...
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People of Lithuanian ethnicity comprise the Lithuanian nation [people], Morta. The
"modern" view that there are no nations [ethnicities] leads to absolute degradation,
resulting in the creation of a gray spineless genderless and nationality-less mass of
obtuse consumers. It is easy to govern and trick this sort of mass, to milk it of its
resources: in a word, the dream of all cosmopolitans. And your brother's life in Japan
in no way denies the fact that it really is the model of a nationalist [ethnic] state,
which of course no one says can't be improved upon.

And what have they solved "pragmatically?" That they legalized narcotics, the mass
murder of unborn children and the disabled, legalized pedophilia, turned black and all
smokers spoke Arabic? It is a decadent country where there are also normal people
who will either wake up the still living portion of the healthy ethnicity [nation] or will
go extinct forever.
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Morta, I am probably the happiest person in the world, that's why I want others to be,
too, to be free and the most moral. Now I see that it might not be enough to place
several hundred against the wall... It doesn't matter, they will serve as a preventive
measure to others: "acquiring" regular EU welfare and "support," their little hands
will tremble and perspire...
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